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Abstract. Features are central in phonological theory. They come in different
varieties. Using the methods of [263] we shall analyse a few conditions on phono-
logical structures. This will elucidate the tradeoff between features on the one
hand (and structure) and principles on the other. Without making any claims as
to which method is superior, we shall simply outline what choices one has in
describing the facts one or the other way.

1 Introduction

There are two seemingly exclusive views on syntactic structures: the de-
scriptive and the derivational view. A descriptivist is interested in defin-
ing proper representations and describing the class of representations that
occur in language (or in a specific language). A derivationalist wants to
create a theory on how to make structures or representations. Work by
James Rogers (see [395], [396]) and by the present author in [261] and
[263] emphasizes that there is no reason to believe that these views are
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exclusive. Moreover, methods are provided to translate between repre-
sentational and derivational theories. Though the scope of these meth-
ods is somewhat limited (they basically deal with context free gram-
mars), more recent work by the present author ([266, 264, 265]) shows
that derivational theories can be recast in fully representational terms in a
nontrivial way. Nevertheless, as much as these results show that there are
translations between these approaches, the distinction between a repre-
sentational and a derivational setup is far from negligeable. In particular,
the explanatory character and scope of these approaches is quite differ-
ent. The present paper tries to shed some light on this problem area. We
shall focus here on the nature of phonological representations, in particu-
lar features. The reason for doing so is twofold. First, features are central
in phonology, and second, the coding of phonological constraints in the
sense of Kracht [261] leads to the introduction of features. These features
are necessarily nonphonemic, that is, they do not serve to distinguish
phonemes. As it turns out, the ones we have seen so far are eliminable
in the sense of [263], since the language of correct phonological strings
is regular (at least in all languages that we know of) and the distribution
of these features is definable from the phonemic features. Two particu-
lar examples shall be studied: one is the set of features that regulate the
structure of the syllable, which we callpositional features. The other set
of features is necessitated by vowel harmony. They constitute what we
call memory features.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we shall introduce
some logic (in particular propositional dynamic logic with converse) and
prove some results on the definability of languages. In Section 3 we
shall discuss the process of phonemicization and its relation to the Beth–
property in modal logic. Section 4 discusses the syllable structure and
shows that syllable structure cannot be reduced to collocation restrictions
(= sandhi). Section 5 introduces the phenomenon of vowel harmony and
6 discusses possible solutions within Autosegmental Phonology. Finally,
in Section 7 we shall discuss the necessity of introducing morphophone-
mic features.

I wish to thank Andŕas Kornai for discussing this paper with me.
Needless to say that I take full responsibility for all omissions and errors.
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2 Preliminaries

The natural numbern is identified here with the set{0, 1, . . . , n − 1}.
An A–string of length n is a functionf : n → A. We usex, y etc as
metavariables for strings. Given two stringsx : m → A andy : n → A,
the concatenationx · y is defined as follows. Its domain is the setm + n
and

x · y(i) :=

{
x(i), if i < m,
y(i−m), otherwise.

We write ε for the uniqueA–string of length0. A∗ is the set of allA–
strings.

A language overA is a subset ofA∗. Regular terms over A are
terms produced from the symbols ofA and∅, ε, by means of the connec-
tives∗ (Kleene Star),∪ (union) and· (complex product, often omitted).

E(∅) := ∅,
E(ε) := {ε},
E(a) := {a}, a ∈ A,
E(T ∪ U) := E(T ) ∪ E(U),
E(T · U) := {x · y : x ∈ E(T ), y ∈ E(U)},
E(T ∗) :=

⋃
n∈ω E(T )n.

(Here,E(T )n = E(T ) · E(T ) · . . . · E(T ), then–fold product.) Given
a regular termT , E(T ) is a set, the set of strings ofT . A language is
regular if it has the formE(T ) for some regular termT . It is easy to
see that∅ is needed only to define the empty language. Similarly, ifL
is regular and containsε, thenL − {ε} is regular and can be defined
without the help ofε. Given v : A → B∗, we write v for the unique
homomorphismA∗ → B∗ extendingv. That is to say,v satisfies:

1. v(ε) = ε.
2. v(a) = v(a), a ∈ A.
3. v(x · y) = v(x) · v(y).

This map always exists and is unique. It is known that regular languages
are exactly the languages that are recognizable by a finite state automa-
ton. Moreover, there are effective methods to create an automaton from
a regular termT recognizing the languageE(T ), and to compute from
an automatonA a termT such thatL(A) = E(T ). The third way to de-
scribe regular language is the axiomatic approach. Büchi has shown that
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a language is regular iff the corresponding class of model structures is
MSO–axiomatizable. Here, MSO is the language of monadic second or-
der predicate logic with a single binary relation constant (for adjacency)
and unary constants for all letters. There is a logic that is powerful enough
to axiomatize exactly the regular languages, and moreover it is express-
ibly weaker than MSO.

This logic is calledPropositional Dynamic Logic with Converse
(PDL`). PDL`(Γ0; Π0) is defined over a given setΓ0 of propositional
constants and a setΠ0 of basic modalities. (Γ0 or Π0 are suppressed
whenever clear from the context.) Its syntax is as follows.

∗ pi is a formula,i ∈ ω.

∗ ⊥ is a formula.

∗ If γ ∈ Γ0, thenγ is a formula.

∗ If χ andϕ are formulae, so is¬χ andϕ ∧ χ.

∗ If χ is a formula,χ? is a program.

∗ If α ∈ Π0 thenα is a program.

∗ If α, β are programs thenα∗, α`, α; β andα∪β are programs as well.

∗ If χ is a formula andα a program then[α]χ and〈α〉χ are formulae.

(The symbols∨, → and↔ are defined as usual.) There are some sub-
languages that we shall discuss. The first is the language ofElementary
PDL (with Converse), denoted byEPDL (EPDL`). It is the∗–free frag-
ment ofPDL (PDL`). We note here that it is expressively equivalent to
modal logic (with〈≺〉 and — in the case of converse — also〈�〉 as ba-
sic modalities). Further, thepositive fragment of these languages is the
fragment where the boolean connectives are only∧ and∨; whence in
particular no occurrences of⊥, ¬ or→.

Let Γ be the set of formulae not containing occurrences of variables.
These are called theconstant formulae. ThenΓ0 ⊆ Γ. A Kripke–frame
is a tripleF = 〈F, R, K〉 whereF is a set (possibly empty),R : Π0 →
℘(F×F ) a function assigning a binary relation to each modality, andK :
Γ0 → ℘(F ) a function assigning a subset ofF to each constant. Given
a Kripke–frameF, a valuation intoF is a functionβ : Var → ℘(F ),
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assigning a set to each variable. Forx ∈ F we now define:

〈F, β, x〉 � p :⇔ x ∈ β(p)
〈F, β, x〉 � ⊥ :⇔ false
〈F, β, x〉 � γ :⇔ γ ∈ K(c)
〈F, β, x〉 � ¬χ :⇔ 〈F, β, x〉 2 χ
〈F, β, x〉 � χ ∧ ϕ :⇔ 〈F, β, x〉 � χ; ϕ
〈F, β, x〉 � [α]χ :⇔ if x R(α) y then〈F, β, y〉 � χ
〈F, β, x〉 � 〈α〉χ :⇔ there isx R(α) y such that〈F, β, y〉 � χ

This is complete once we have specifiedR(α) for programs. We define:

R(α ∪ β) := R(α) ∪R(β)
R(α; β) := R(α) ◦R(β)
R(α∗) :=

⋃
n∈ω R(α)n

R(α`) := R(α)`

R(χ?) := {〈x, x〉 : 〈F, β, x〉 � χ}

(Here,R` := {〈y, x〉 : 〈x, y〉 ∈ R}, andR ◦ S = {〈x, z〉 : existsy :
〈x, y〉 ∈ R, 〈y, z〉 ∈ S}.) We writeF � χ if for all valuationsβ and all
pointsx: 〈F, β, x〉 � χ.

The structures that we are interested in are labelled strings. TheA–
strings as defined above are not the canonical model structures. Therefore
we shall offer a slightly modified definition.

Definition 1. A finite string is a pair〈S, <〉, whereS is a finite set and
<⊆ S a discrete linear order. Alabelled string is a triple〈S, <, `〉 such
that 〈S, <〉 is a finite string and̀ : S → A a function, the so–called
labelling function.

The language that we shall use is based onΓ0 := {a : a ∈ A} and
Π0 := {≺}. We use the shorthand� for ≺`, < := ≺+ and> := �+.
Hence,〈x, β, w〉 � 〈≺〉χ if for a successorv of w: 〈x, β, v〉 � χ. Notice
that successors are unique if they exist, the same for predecessors.

The A–string x with length n is identified with the string〈n, <�
n × n, x〉. It is easy to see that for every finite string there exists one
and only one correspondingA–stringx. Moreover, two finite strings are
isomorphic if and only if they correspond to the sameA–string.

The question is now: can we logically describe these structures? The
answer isno. The reason is simple: modal languages cannot define con-
nectedness. However, apart from this the situation is as good as it can
be.
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Definition 2. Let F = 〈F, R, K〉 be a Kripke–frame.F is calledcon-
nectedif the smallest equivalence relation containing all theR(α), α ∈
Π0, is the total relationF × F .

Write V � χ for a classV of Kripke–frames ifF � χ for all F ∈ V, and
F � Θ for a setΘ of formulae iffF � χ for everyχ ∈ Θ.

Definition 3. Let V be a class of Kripke–structures. We say thatV is
(finitely ) PDL`–axiomatizable if there is a (finite) setΘ of PDL`–
formulae such thatF � Θ iff F ∈ V. V is (finitely ) pseudo–PDL`–
axiomatizableif there is a (finite) setΘ of PDL`–formulae such that for
every connectedF: F � Θ iff F ∈ V.

Proposition 1. The class of labelled strings with labels inA is pseudo–
PDL`–axiomatizable.

This result is noteworthy because it eliminates the talk of general frames
(which we therefore have not defined at all). All connected structures are
finite, and by general theorems of modal logic a finite general frame is
equivalent to a finite Kripke–frame.

Definition 4. Given a classV of Kripke–structures, we putTh V := {χ :
V � χ}. This is called thelogic of V. Given a setΘ of PDL`–formulae,
we write Mod Θ for the class of allF such thatF � Θ, and call it the
model class ofΘ.

In the present context we may think of the models as being labelled
strings over some givenA, and the sets of formulae as theories over such
structures. We shall first be interested in the space of all theories before
we narrow down on some particular and more realistic ones.

First, let us note that if〈S, <, `〉 and〈S ′, <′, `′〉 are isomorphic, then
they have exactly the same theory. Further, as is well known, ifS ∩ S ′ =
∅ andχ is valid both in〈S, <, `〉 and in〈S ′, <′, `′〉 thenχ is also valid
in 〈S ∪ S ′, < ∪ <′, ` ∪ `′〉. So, all we can expect is that we can dis-
criminate between differentA–strings. Moreover, two sentences that are
not equivalent in the logic ofA–strings can actually be separated by an
A–string:

Lemma 1. Suppose thatx is anA–string. Then there is a constantEPDL`–
formulaχ(x) such thaty � χ(x) iff y = x.

Theorem 1. Denote byΣ0 the logic ofA–strings.
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1. Every set ofA–strings isPDL`–axiomatizable overΣ0 by means of
a set of constant formulae.

2. A set ofA–strings is finitelyPDL`–axiomatizable overΣ0 iff it is
regular.

We shall not prove this theorem. Suffice it to indicate how a regular lan-
guage is axiomatized. For a regular termT we define aprogram T §

inductively as follows.

∅§ := ⊥?
ε§ := ¬⊥?
a§ := ≺; a?
(T ∪ U)§ := T § ∪ U §

(T · U)§ := T §; U §

(T ∗)§ := (T §)∗

Lemma 2. x ∈ E(T ) if and only if x � [�]⊥ → 〈T §〉[≺]⊥.

The formula defining the regular string language is constant, as is easily
checked. So, what we are looking at in sequel are extensionsL of Σ0 by
means of finitely many constant formulae.

3 Phonemic Features

While phonetics is the study of sounds, phonology is the study of the
sound systems of the languages. The sounds of a language are grouped
into so–calledphonemes. However, the grouping into phonemes is far
from easy. A good exposition of the method can be found in Harris [?].
In this section we shall study one particular problem of phonemicization
and see how it relates to the logical structure of the phonological system.
Let us assume for simplicity that words or texts are realized as sequences
of discrete entities calledsounds. (So, we do not ask whether e. g. it is
appropriate to analyse an affricate as a sequence of a stop and a fricative
or as a single sound.) The set of sounds is denoted byΣ. We saidrealize
since we assume that a word is not simply a sequence of sounds, but a
set of such sequences.

Definition 5. L is alanguage∗ over Σ if L is a subset of℘(Σ∗) such that
∅ 6∈ Σ and if W, W ′ ∈ L andW ∩ W ′ 6= ∅ thenW = W ′. We call
the members ofL words. x ∈ W is called arealization of W . For two
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sequencesx andy we write x ∼L y if they belong to (or realize) the
same word.

One of the aims of phonology is to simplify the alphabet in such a way
that words are realized by as few as possible sequences. We proceed by
choosing a new alphabet,P and a mappingπ : Σ → P . The mapπ
induces a partition onΣ. If π(s) = π(s′) we say thats ands′ areallo-
phones. π induces a mapping ofL onto a subset of℘(P ∗) in the follow-
ing way. For a wordW we write π[W ] := {π(x) : x ∈ W}. Finally,
π∗(L) := {π[W ] : W ∈ L}. The mapπ must have the following prop-
erty: if x andy belong to different words, thenπ(x) 6= π(y). This gives
rise to the following definition.

Definition 6. SupposeL ⊆ ℘(Σ∗) is a language∗. π is calleddiscrimi-
nating for L if wheneverW, W ′ ∈ L are distinct thenπ[W ]∩π[W ′] = ∅.

Lemma 3. Let L ⊆ ℘(Σ) be a language andπ : Σ → P . If π is discrim-
inating forL, π∗(L) is a language overP .

Definition 7. A phonemicizationof L is a discriminating mapv : A →
B such that for every discriminatingw : A → C we have|C| ≥ |B|. We
call the members ofB phonemes.

As it turns out, the phonemes are typically not mere sets of sounds. As
such, they would otherwise be infinite. However, no speaker of a lan-
guage has access to infinitely many sounds at any given moment. Rather,
phonemes typically are defined by means of articulatory features, which
tell us (in an effective way) what sound is associated with what phoneme.
For example, English [p] is a sound that is voiceless (this means that the
chords do not vibrate while the sound is being pronounced), it is an ob-
struent (it obstructs the air flow), it is a bilabial (it is pronounced by
putting the lips together) and so on. The analysis of this sort ends in the
establishment of an alphabetP of abstract sounds classes, defined by
means of some articulatory features. These can be modeled in the log-
ical language by means ofconstants. For example, the featurevoiced
corresponds to a constant which we call by the same name. Obviously,
¬voiced is the same as being unvoiced. (This need not be the same as
being voiceless. We return to the question of intermediate values in Sec-
tion 6.) This is what we shall take for granted here, even though the estab-
lishment of this alphabet is problem laden as well. We shall now return to
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the simpler conception of language as a set of strings; hence, words are
now — if you wish — single membered sets. In this case, the language∗

L is uniquely defined by the languageL� := {x : {x} ∈ L}.
It might be thought that languages do not possess nontrivial phone-

micization maps. This is however not so. For example, English has two
different sounds, [p] and [ph]. The first occurs after [s], while the second
appears for example word initially before a vowel. It turns out that in
English [p] and [ph] are not two but one phoneme. To see why, we offer
first a combinatorial and then a logical analysis.

Definition 8. Let L ⊆ A∗ be a language. We defineCL(a) := {〈x, y〉 :
x · a · y ∈ L} and call it thecontext set ofa in L.

a anda′ are said to be incomplementary distribution if CL(a)∩CL(a′) =
∅. An example is the abovementioned [p] and [ph]. Another example
is [ç] versus [χ] in German. Both are writtench . However,ch is pro-
nounced [χ] if occurring after [a], [o] and [u], while it is pronounced [ç]
if occurring after other vowels and [r], [n] or [l]. Examples areLicht
[hlıçt], Nacht [naχt], echt [heçt] andacht [haχt]. (If you do not know
German, here is a short description of the sounds. [χ] is pronounced like
ch in Scottish Englishloch . [ç] is pronounced at the same place asy
in Englishyacht , however the tongue is a little higher, that is, closer
to the palatum and also the air pressure is somewhat higher, making it
sound harder.)

Notice the following. In the languageL0 := {aa , bb}, a andb are
in complementary distribution. Nevertheless, the map sending both to
the same element is not injective. So, complementary distribution is not
enough to make two sounds belong to the same phoneme. We shall see
below what is. Second, letL1 := {ac , bd}. We may either senda andb
to e and obtain the languageM0 := {ec , ed}, or we may sendc andd
to f and obtain the languageM1 := {af , bf }. Both maps are phonemi-
cizations, as is easily checked. So, the result is not unique (this has been
observed already by Harris [?]). In order to analyse the situation, we have
to present a few definitions. The general idea is this. Suppose thatA is
not minimal forL in the sense that it possesses a noninjective phonemi-
cization. Then there is a pre–phonemicization that conflates exactly two
symbols into one. The imageM of this map is a regular language again.
Now, given the latter we can actually recover for each member ofM its
preimage under this conflation. What we shall show now is that moreover
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if L is regularthere is an explicit procedure telling us what the preimage
is. This will be cast in rather abstract terms (compare the discussion of
the elimination of features in [263]).

Definition 9. Let L be a dynamic logic. We write∆ L δ if there is a
sequenceΠ := 〈πi : i < n〉 such that (a)πn−1 = δ, (b) for eachi < n−1,
either (i)πi ∈ L or (ii) πi ∈ ∆ or (iii) there exists aj < i and aλ < κ
such thatπi = �λπj, or (iv) there existj, k < i such thatπk = πj → πi.

The connection between this syntactic definition and the model conse-
quence is as follows.

Theorem 2. Let L be a dynamic logic. Then∆ L δ iff for all general
framesF and all valuationsβ: if 〈F, β, x〉 � ∆ for everyx ∈ F then
〈F, β, x〉 � δ for everyx ∈ F .

Definition 10. Let L be a dynamic logic andϕ a formula. We say that
ϕ(q) globally implicitly defines q in L if ϕ(q); ϕ(q′) L q ↔ q′.

Features that are implicitly defined I have dubbedinessentialin [263].
They are in principle not needed in describing the structures; however,
we may measure the complexity of their distribution by means of the lan-
guage in which an explicit definition can be given and in terms of some
complexity measures on formulae. If the sets of structures are regular
(in terms of the occurring constants), we shall see that the distribution
of inessential features can be explicitly defined inPDL`. The situation
is different in syntax with respect to context free languages (see again
[263]).

Definition 11. Let L be a logic andϕ(q) a formula. Further, letδ be a
formula not containingq. We say thatδ globally explicitly definesq in
L with respect toϕ if ϕ(q) L δ ↔ q.

Obviously, if δ globally explicitly definesq with respect toϕ(q) then
ϕ(q) globally implicitly definesq. On the other hand, ifϕ(q) globally
implicitly definesq then it is not necessarily the case that there is an ex-
plicit definition for it. It very much depends on the logic in addition to
the formula whether there is. A logic is said to have theglobal Beth–
property if for any global implicit definition there is a global explicit
definition. Now suppose that we have a formulaϕ and that it implicitly
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definesq. Suppose further thatδ is an explicit definition. Then the fol-
lowing is valid.

L ϕ(q) ↔ ϕ(δ)

The logicL ⊕ ϕ defined by adding the formulaϕ as an axiom toL can
therefore equally well be axiomatized byL⊕ ϕ(δ).

Theorem 3. Every logic of a regular string language has the global Beth–
property.

Proof. (We deliver a sketch only.) We have seen that the logic of an arbi-
trary set of strings is axiomatizable using constant formulae. Now, by an
observation of Rautenberg’s, it is easily shown that it is enough to estab-
lish that the logic of all strings has the global Beth–property (see[267]).
Furthermore, this can be reduced to showing that for the test–freePDL–
theory of strings. Now, there is a simple trick to eliminate the star: rather
than writing〈γ∗〉χ we write an equation[u](q ↔ χ ∨ 〈γ〉q), whereq is a
new variable andu := < ∪ > ∪(¬⊥)? (the universal modality). These
two are equivalent. Using this we can actually reduceϕ(p) to a conjunc-
tion of equations of the formq ↔ χ ∨ 〈≺〉χ′ or of the formq ↔ χ,
whereχ is nonmodal, and bothχ andχ′ may or may not containq. Such
a system of equations defines a finite automaton in which the variables
are sets of states. Such systems can be explicitly solved inPDL using
constant formulae (sincePDL allows to define regular expressions).

This fails for nonregular string languages, for exampleL = {a2n
ca n :

n ∈ ω}. The reason why this proof only works for regular languages is
that the explicit definition depends on the axiomatization as well. If the
axiomatization is infinite, by the described procedure we get an infinite
array of formulae. This does not have a regular solution in general. Now,
let us return to phonemicization. LetL be given and choose a paira and
a′ of letters such that the collapse of them into one letterc is a pre–
phonemicization. Call the mapv. v[L] is a regular language and defined
by some expression in the constantsb, b ∈ B. Now, surely we can write
down a definitionω(a) of L using these constants and the constanta
sincea′ can be globally defined asc ∧ ¬a. However, we want to have a
formula χa in the constantsb, b ∈ B, that defines the distribution ofa
using only the letters ofB. We know that the distribution is unique: so
we haveω(p), ω(q) M p ↔ q, since ifω(p) andω(q) is satisfied, we
have a string which is inM . Since the distribution of the symbols ofB
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is given, the distribution ofa is unique by assumption. Hence we get a
constant formulaχ such thatω(p)  p ↔ χ. This is the desired formula.
We summarize.

Corollary 1. Let L be a regular language andv : A → B a phone-
micization. Then for everya ∈ A there is a constant formulaχa using
the constants fromB such that for every stringx ∈ L: 〈x, y〉 � a iff
〈v(x), y〉 � χa.

It is clear thatχa is the context condition ofa. It follows thatv induces
a regular relation, that is, can be defined by means of a finite state trans-
ducer. We shall indicate here that the result is false for languages∗. This
is so since the distribution of a sound is in general not completely pre-
dictable from its context so that its distribution is not even implicitly
definable. We shall briefly comment on the notion of a phonemic feature.
An articulatory feature isphonemic if it either holds of all sounds of a
given phoneme or of none. Phonematic features are clearly essential in
the sense of [263].

4 Positional Features

In the previous section we have studied the process of introducing a min-
imal vocabulary to distinguish the sounds of the language. It ended in a
definition of a set of phonemes representing classes of sounds. Suppose
now that we have defined a set of phonemes; let us include in this list
also the syllable boundary marker+ and the word boundary marker #.
These are not brackets, they are seperators. Since a word boundary is
also a syllable boundary, no extra marking of the syllable is done at the
word boundary. Let us now ask what are the rules of syllable and word
structure in a language. The minimal assumption is that any combination
of phonemes may form a syllable. This turns out to be false. Syllables
are in fact constrained by a number of (partly language dependent) prin-
ciples. This is so since the vocal tract has a certain physiognomy that dis-
courages certain phoneme combinations while it enhances others. These
properties also lead to a deformation of sounds in contact, which is called
sandhi, a term borrowed from Sanskrit grammar. A particular example of
sandhi is assimilation ([np]> [mp]). Sandhi rules exist in nearly all lan-
guages, but the scope and character varies greatly. Here, we shall call
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sandhiany constraint that is posed on the occurrence of two phonemes
(or sounds) next to each other.

Somewhat more general than sandhi are thetemplates.

Definition 12. Let A be an alphabet. Ann–template over A (or tem-
plate of length n) is a cartesian product of lengthn of subsets ofA. A
languageL is ann–template languageif there is a finite setP of length
n such thatL is the set of wordsx such that every subword of length
n belongs to at least one template fromP. L is a template languageif
there is ann such thatL is ann–template language.

Obviously, ann–template language is ann + 1–template language. Fur-
thermore, 1–template languages have the formB∗ whereB ⊆ A. So the
first really interesting class is that of the 2–template languages. It is clear
that if the alphabet is finite, we may actually define ann–template to be
just a member ofAn. Hence, a template language is defined by naming
all those sequences of bounded length that are allowed to occur.

Proposition 2. A language is a template language iff its class ofA–
strings is axiomatizable by finitely many positiveEPDL–formulae.

To make this more realistic, we shall allow also boundary templates.
Namely, we shall have a setP− of left edge templates and a setP+ of
right edge templates.P− lists the admissiblen–prefixes of a word and
P+ the admissiblen–suffixes. Call such languagesboundary template
languages. Notice that phonological processes are often conditioned by
certain boundaries. However, we have added the boundary markers to
the alphabet. This effectively eliminates the need for boundary templates
in the description here. We have not explored the question what would
happen if they were eliminated from the alphabet.

Proposition 3. A language is a boundary template language iff its class
of A–strings is axiomatizable by finitely manyEPDL–formulae.

It follows by a result of B̈uchi that template languages are regular (which
is easy to prove anyhow). However, the languageca +c∪da+d is regular
but not a template language.

Of special interest are 2–templates since they simply encode the sandhi
conditions. In order not to create confusion, we shall use the somewhat
less imaginative term2–templateinstead ofsandhi. The set of templates
effectively names the legal transitions of an automaton that uses the al-
phabetA itself as the set of states to recognize the language. We shall
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define this notion, using a slightly different concept here, namely that of
apartial finite state automaton. This is a quintupleA = 〈I,Q, F, A, δ〉,
such thatA is the input alphabet, Q the set (!) of internal states,I the
set of initial states,F the set of accepting states andδ ⊆ A × Q → Q a
partial function.A acceptsx if there is a computation from someq ∈ I
to someq′ ∈ F with x as input.A is a2–templateif Q = A andδ(a, b)
is either undefined orδ(a, b) = b.

The reason for concentrating on 2–template languages is the philoso-
phy of naturalness explained in [263]. Basically, grammars are natural if
the nonterminal symbols can be drawn from the set of of terminal sym-
bols. Alternatively put: for every nonterminalX there is a terminala
such that for everyX–stringx we haveCL(x) = CL(a). For a regular
grammar this means in essence that a string beginning witha has the
same distribution as the lettera itself. A moment’s reflection reveals that
this is the same as the property of being 2–template. Notice that the 2–
template property of words and syllables was motivated from the nature
of the articulatory organs, and we have described a parser that recognizes
whether something is a syllable or a word. Although it seems prima facie
plausible that there are also auditory constraints on phoneme sequences
we know of no plausible constraint that could illustrate it. We shall there-
fore concentrate on the former. What we shall show now is that syllables
are not 2–template. This will motivate either adding structure or adding
more features to the description of syllables. These features are necessar-
ily nonphonemic.

We shall show that nonphonemic features exist by looking at syllable
structure. It is not possible to outline a general theory of syllable struc-
ture. However, the following sketch may be given (see [178]). The sounds
are aligned into a so calledsonority hierarchy, which is as follows. (vd.
= voiced, vl. = voiceless.)

dark vowels > mid vowels > high vowels > r–sounds
[a], [o] [æ], [œ] [i], [y] [r]

> nasals; laterals> vd. fricatives> vd. plosives> vl. fricatives
[s], [M] [m], [n]; [l] [z], [ `] [b], [d]

> vl. plosives
[p], [t]
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The syllable is organized as follows.

Syllable Structure. Within a syllable the sonority increases monoton-
ically and then decreases.

This means that a syllable must contain at least one sound which is at
least as high as all the others in the syllable. It is called thesonority peak.
We shall make the following assumption that will simplify the discussion.

Sonority Peak. The sonority peak can be constituted by vowels only.

This wrongly excludes the syllable [krk], or [dn]. The latter is heard
in the German verbverschwinden [if��hMwındn]. (The ‘e’ that ap-
pears in writing is hardly ever pronounced.) However, even if the as-
sumption is relaxed, the problem that we shall address will remain.

The question is: how do we implement these constraints? There are
two ways of doing so that interest us here. (a) We state them as such.
Indeed, it is not hard to come up with a constantPDL`–formula that
describes the facts as stated. (For lovers of MSO: the same can obviously
be done using MSO.) This is the descriptive approach. (b) We ‘code’
them in the sense of [261]. This means that we add some features in such
a way that the resulting restrictions become specifiable by 2–templates.

The approach under (b) has some motivation as well. The added fea-
tures can be identified as states of a productive (or analytic) device. Thus,
while the solution under (a) tells us what the constraint actually is, the
approach under (b) gives us features by which we can identify as (sets
of) states of a (finite state) machine that actually parses or produces the
structures. Let us see how this goes.

Suppose first that we have a natural language. Obviously, the con-
straints arePDL`–axiomatizable. So the really interesting part is to nat-
uralize an arbitrary regular language. This can be done in a very simple
way, described basically in [261]. We shall introduce basic constants to
eliminate all recursion. Suppose we have a constraintχ, whereχ is a
constant formula.
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Definition 13. TheFisher–Ladner closureof χ is defined as follows.

FL(pi) := {pi},
FL(γ) := {γ},
FL(χ ∧ χ′) := {χ ∧ χ′} ∪ FL(χ) ∪ FL(χ′),
FL(〈α ∪ β〉χ) := {〈α ∪ β〉χ} ∪ FL(〈α〉χ) ∪ FL(〈β〉χ),
FL(〈α; β〉χ) := {〈α; β〉χ} ∪ FL(〈α〉〈β〉χ),
FL(〈α∗〉χ) := {〈α∗〉χ} ∪ FL(〈α〉〈α∗〉χ) ∪ FL(χ),
FL(〈ϕ?〉χ) := {〈ϕ?〉χ} ∪ FL(ϕ) ∪ FL(χ),
FL(〈α〉χ) := {〈α〉χ} ∪ FL(χ), α basic.

The Fisher–Ladner closure covers onlyPDL–formulae. To take care of
the converse we observe the following.

R((α ∪ β)`) = R(α` ∪ β`),
R((α; β)`) = R(β`; α`),
R((α∗)`) = R((α`)∗),
R((ϕ?)`) = R(ϕ?).

This allows to factually eliminate the converse at the expense of adding
just the converse of the basic programs. This is what we shall do first. The
next step is to introduce a constantc(σ) into the language for each mem-
berσ of the Fisher–Ladner closure of our formulaχ. To ensure the cor-
rect distribution of the constants, the following formulae must be added
to the logic (so, we first expand the language and then add some more
axioms):

c(¬σ) ↔ ¬c(σ)
c(σ ∧ τ) ↔ c(σ) ∧ c(τ)
c(〈ϕ?〉σ) ↔ c(ϕ) ∧ c(σ)
c(〈α ∪ β〉σ) ↔ c(〈α〉σ) ∨ c(〈β〉σ)
c(〈α; β〉σ) ↔ c(〈α〉〈β〉σ)
c(〈α∗〉σ) ↔ c(〈α〉〈α∗〉σ) ∨ c(σ)
c(〈≺〉σ) ↔ 〈≺〉c(σ)
c(〈�〉σ) ↔ 〈�〉c(σ)

We call these formulaecooccurrence restrictions. After the introduction
of these formulae as axioms, the equivalencesσ ↔ c(σ) are provable for
everyσ ∈ FL(χ). In particular,χ ↔ c(χ) is provable. This means that we
can eliminateχ in favour ofc(χ). The formulae that we have just added,
do not contain any of the program constructors:?, ∪, ;, ` or ∗. We only
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have the most simple axioms, stating that some constant is true before
or after another. The language is based on the set of constantsΓ0, con-
tainingFL(χ) andΠ0 = {≺,�}. The axioms of the structures consist in
Σ0 plusc(χ) and the list of cooccurrence restrictions established above.
(The reader is made aware of the fact that we might have to introduce
the constantsc([�]⊥) andc([≺]⊥) to make this work. These constants
effectively mark the beginning and the end of the string. This fact is re-
flected in the set∇χ in that there is no pair〈γ, γ′〉 whereγ ` [�]⊥ or
γ′ ` [≺]⊥.) The logic is calledΛχ. For a setΘ ⊆ Γ0 put

p(Θ) :=
∧
γ∈Θ

γ ∧
∧

γ∈Γ0−Θ

¬γ .

Let Ξ consist of allp(Θ) which are consistent in this logic. Finally, let

∇χ := {〈p(Θ), p(Θ′)〉 : Λχ 2 p(Θ) → [≺]¬p(Θ′)

andΛχ 2 p(Θ′) → [�]¬p(Θ)} .

We define a map fromΞ to the original alphabetA by

ν(p(Θ)) := a, if Λχ ` p(Θ) → a.

For a sequencex ∈ Ξ∗ of atoms we writeν(x) for the letter by letter
translation.

Lemma 4. x � χ if and only if there is ay ∈ Ξ∗ such thatν(y) = x
which satisfies∇χ.

The following is an equivalent of the theorem in [261] about factorization
of nonlocal dependencies in syntax into local dependencies.

Theorem 4. Any regular language is the homomorphic image of a bound-
ary 2–template language.

So, we only need to add features. Phonological string languages are reg-
ular, so this method can be applied. Let us see how we can find a 2–
template solution for the sonority hierarchy. We introduce a featureα
and its negation−α. We start with the alphabetP , and letC ⊆ P be the
set of consonants. The new alphabet is

Ξ := P × {−α} ∪ C × {α}
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Let son(a) be the sonoricity ofa.

∇ := {〈〈a, α〉, 〈a′, α〉〉 : son(a) ≤ son(a′)}
∪ {〈〈a,−α〉, 〈a′,−α〉〉 : son(a) ≥ son(a′)}
∪ {〈〈a, α〉, 〈a′,−α〉〉 : a′ 6∈ C}
∪ {〈〈a, γ〉, 〈a′, γ′〉〉 : a ∈ {+, #}, γ, γ′ ∈ {α,−α}}

As it is now, any subword of a word is in the language. We need to mark
the begin and end of a sequence in a special way, as described above.
This detail shall be ignored here.

α has a clear interpretation: it signals the rise of the sonoricity. It
has a natural correlate in what de Saussure callsexplosive articula-
tion. A phoneme carryingα is pronounced with explosive articulation, a
phoneme carrying−α is pronounced withimplosive articulation. (See
de Saussure [?].) So, α actually has an articulatory (and an auditory)
correlate. But it is a nonphonemic feature; it has been introduced in ad-
dition to the phonemic features in order to constrain the choice of the
next phoneme. As de Saussure remarks, it makes the explicit marking
of the syllable boundary unnecessary. The syllable boundary is exactly
where the implosive articulation changes to explosive articulation. How-
ever, some linguists (for example van der Hulst [223]) have provided a
completely different answer. For them, a syllable is structured in the fol-
lowing way.

[onset [nucleus coda]]

So, the grammar that generates the phonological strings is actually not
a regular grammar but context free (though it makes only very limited
use of phrase structure rules).α marks the onset, while−α marks the
nucleus together with the coda (which is also calledrhyme). So, we have
three possible ways to arrive at the constraint for the syllable structure:
we postulate an axiom, we introduce a new feature, or we assume more
structure. The feature that corresponds to a structural part may be called
a positional feature. It is distinct from the kind of feature that we shall
look at next.

5 Vowel Harmony

The last section has shown that the sequence of phonemes inside a sylla-
ble is regulated and that the rules can either be explained by a constraint
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(= axiom) or by some new features, which are however not phonemic.
Yet, as linguists have assumed anyway, a syllable is structured, and so the
distribution of a phoneme in a syllable can be once again reshaped into a
phenomenon of generalized sandhi. This is, by the way, the approach that
Government Phonology effectively takes (see for example [244]). The
conditions on sequences of phonemes are stated in terms of structure and
adjacency between constituents. Also Autosegmental Phonology mainly
discusses sandhi. It is therefore of some importance to exhibit phenom-
ena that cannot be reduced to sandhi in any plausible way. One such
phenomenon is vowel harmony. Before we enter the theoretical discus-
sion we shall outline what the facts are. (The interested reader is referred
to Lass [289] on phonology and and Polgárdi [361] on vowel harmony in
general.)

i e u y a æ o ø

high + – + + – – + +
mid – + – – – – + +
back – – + – + – + –
round – – + + – – + +

Table 1.The Vowels of Finnish

The clearest system of vowel harmony is found in Finnish and Turk-
ish. We shall outline the Finnish system. The Finnish vowel system is
shown in Table 1. Each of these vowel exists also as a long vowel. The
table also shows an analysis into distinctive features. The first two spec-
ify the height of the tongue body (plus — concomitantly — the degree of
mouth aperture), the third specifies the horizontal position of the tongue
body, and the fourth specifies the so–calledlip attitude. From an articu-
latory point of view the lip attitude is — within bounds — independent
from the tongue position.

These vowels falls into three distinct classes, which we shall call
neutral, back harmonicand front harmonic. [e] and [i] are neutral, [a],
[o] and [u] are back harmonic, while [æ], [ø] and [y] are front har-
monic. As a rule, words in Finnish do not contain both a positive and
a negative harmonic vowel. For example,osake (share), asema (sta-
tion), kysymys (question), andl ääk äri (doctor) are (actual) Finnish
words, butasemö is not even a possible Finnish word, since it contains
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the back harmonic vowel [a] and the front harmonic [ø]. The value of
the harmony feature corresponds with the position of the tongue. In front
harmonic vowels the tongue root is positioned in direction to the teeth,
in neutral vowels it is in mid position, and in back harmonic vowels it
is further back. The neutral vowels are in addition unrounded; however,
this applies as well to [a] and [æ]. We note in passing that harmony does
not apply in compounding. So the harmony requirement is strictly word
bound. For example,osakeyhti ö (shareholder company) is a Finnish
word, consisting of the two wordsosake (share) andyhti ö (union),
both of which are harmonious. Technically, harmony has a so–calleddo-
main. Thedomain of harmony is the subsequence within which it ap-
plies. In Finnish this is theword. However, notice that from a technical
perspective, compound words are counted as two separate words. One
way to achieve this distinction is to add a separate boundary marker to
mark the word boundaries inside compounds. The details are not so im-
portant here, however.

Finnish has various affixes (typically suffixes). An affix can be neu-
tral, for example the translativ suffixksi . Or it can be non–neutral, like
the inessive suffix. In that case it has two forms, a back harmonic form
and a front harmonic form. For example, the inessive case suffix has the
two formsssa andss ä. The front harmonic form is the default; it is
added also to those stems which are harmonically neutral. For example,
hissi is neutral, so we havehississ ä and nothississa . The pos-
itive harmonic form is used if the word to which the ending is affixed
contains a back harmonic vowel.

The Hungarian system is less regular than the Finnish one. First, suf-
fixes are either immutable (the causativeért ), or they possess two forms
(the inessiveban , ben ), or three (the superessiveon , en , ön). This im-

causative inessive superessive

a ház (the house) a ház ért a házban a házon
a f öld (the soil) a f öld ért a f öldben a f öld ön
a k ürt (the horn) a k ürt ért a k ürtben a k ürten

Table 2.Three Grades of Harmony in Hungarian

plies that we have a three grade harmony. We have back harmonic vow-
els ([a], [o], [u]), neutral vowels ([�], [e], [i]) and front harmonic vowels
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([æ], [ø]). However, some suffixes are sensitive to the contrast back/non–
back, others to the contrast back/neutral/front. The second complication
is that there are roots consisting of neutral vowels that trigger back har-
mony, and other that trigger front (or non–back) harmony. The wordv ı́z
(water) triggers front harmony (a v ı́zben ), likewise the worda k és
(the knife). On the other hand,k ı́n (torture) andcél (aim) trigger back
harmony.

In general, languages showing vowel harmony have two sets of vow-
els, sayA andB, and only vowels belonging to the same set may occur in
the same harmonic domain. The domains for Finnish are the words, but
there are other choices in other languages. The domains change through-
out languages, and so do the setsA andB. They may be disjoint (in Turk-
ish) but need not be, as in Finnish and Hungarian. A vowel isneutral if
it belongs to both sets. Neutral vowels can betransparentor opaque. A
neutral vowel isopaque if vowels to its left need not harmonize with
vowels to its right. So, it isopaqueif harmonic domains do not cross it.
According to a general observation by van der Hulst and Smith [224], if
neutral vowels possess the harmony feature, then they are transparent for
harmony (that is, harmony disregards them completely). Their general-
ization uses the so–called dependency phonology framework. In depen-
dency phonology, vowels are created by combining certain basic vow-
els, hereA, I , andU. Polǵardi [361] claims that Finnish hasI–harmony.
Namely, neutral and front harmonic vowels possess theI–feature, back
harmonic vowels lack it. It is predicted that therefore the Finnish neutral
vowels are transparent. However, as Polgárdi acknowledges, inasmuch
as this observation is correct, no theory so far has a good explanation for
it. For as we shall see below, any specification of a harmony feature on
the neutral vowels leads to opacity!

Finally, all languages also have loanwords. These may at times vi-
olate harmony. For example, Turkishotob üs (bus) is not harmonic
(it should otherwise beotobus ). Similarly, dekor (stage design) and
buket (bouquet) (see [251]). The rescue rule for vowel harmony is
then that the last non–neutral vowel determines the vowel harmony. So,
otob üs has front harmony, sincëu is front. This rule operates in all of
the three languages under discussion here.
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6 Memory Features

A moment’s reflection shows that there is no set of 2–templates that ac-
counts for vowel harmony in Finnish or Hungarian. Basically, the har-
mony of a vowel however is in general not retrievable from the preceding
phoneme because that phoneme may be a consonant or a neutral vowel.
For example, the occurrence of [a] and [ä] in the inessive suffixssa /ss ä
is after [s]. So, nothing will tell us whether to put [a] or [ä]. Suppose now
that we have a syllable containing the vowel [ä]. How can the information
that we have a front harmonic vowel be passed to the next vowels if there
are intervening consonants? There is, as is easily seen, only one solution:
we must assume that there are several kinds of consonants. For example,
the consonant [t] splits into three different consonants, which we may
write as [t+], [t0] and [t−]. This we do for all non–neutral phonemes, ex-
cluding the word boundary. The consonants now carry the information
as to whether the previous vowel was back, front or neutrally harmonic.
This feature is passed on to the next consonant to the right, and so on.
Notice, that we also have to assume that there are three kinds of neutral
vowels, as we need to pass on the harmony features across vowels. The
harmony feature is changed when we hit #. It is clear that the feature
just introduced is not a phonemic feature. It distinguishes sounds within
a phoneme.

However, phonologists have observed that there are phonological pro-
cesses that seem to skip intervening phonemes without being nonlocal. In
this section we will review a very influential theory of this kind, namely
Autosegmental Phonology(AP). The exact details may differ from au-
thor to author, but the discussion here is largely independent of the dif-
ferences. For a formal exposition see Kornai [?]. From a phonological
point of view the features that we have just introduced do not exist. They
play no discriminatory role whatsoever. So, they are nonphonemic. One
may therefore try a different tack. In autosegmental phonology, we think
of the phonemes as being laid out in askeleton. Theskeletoncontains a
slot for each phoneme but does not list any properties of it. (The skeleton
is for our purposes just a linear order, for example〈n, <〉. The members
of the set are calledslots.) The properties of the occurring sounds are
specified in certaintiers. There are various tiers, some that specify the
manner of articulation, another the place of articulation, and so on. In the
ideal case a tier is responsible for the distribution of only one feature.
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Each tier is a labelled linear order. Additionally, between the skeleton
and the tiers there exist correspondence relations that are non–crossing
in the following sense.

Definition 14. Let S = 〈S, <〉 andS′ = 〈S ′, <′〉 be two linear orders
andR ⊆ S×S ′ a relation. We say thatR is non–crossingif there are no
two pairsx, y ∈ S andx′, y′ ∈ S ′ such that (a)x < y andy′ <′ x′ and
(b) x R x′ andy R y′.

Autosegmental theory is a theory about the number of tiers and their var-
ious associations. It is assumed that the tiers are hierarchically ordered
and that there is a relation only between two tiers that are in immediate
domination. For example, the skeleton immediately dominates the root
tier, and so a correspondence between the slots of the skeleton and the
root tier must be given. The root tier immediately dominates the laryn-
geal tier, so again correspondences between slots in the respective tiers
must be given. The correspondence between the slots in the metrical tier
and the slots in the laryngeal tiers is the composition of the relations
just given. We can have a single slot in one tier correspond to two or
more slots in another. For example, an affricate may be analyzed in the
root tier as consisting of two slots, while metrically it consists only of a
single one. On the other hand, a long vowel may have two slots in the
metrical tier while only one in the root tier. Some slots may also have no
correspondent slots in another tier.

The tiers are thought of as descriptions of the time–dependent be-
haviour of some (segmentable) parts of the vocal tract. To use a metaphor:
The skeleton is the conductor, the tiers are the instruments of the orches-
tra that play according to the score and the beat given by the conductor.
The crucial assumption is the following.A phoneme either associates
with a tier or it does not.If it does not, then we find that the slot in the
metrical tier has no correlate in the given tier. This would solve the prob-
lem of Finnish right away. For example, we may assume a harmony tier
for Finnish, where all and only the harmonic vowels have slots (hence,
there are no slots for neutral vowels there, nor any for consonants). Then
on this tier, the vowels turn out to be adjacent, and the need for dis-
tinguishing harmonizing consonants disappears. Moreover, one may as-
sume that the harmonizing vowels associate with the same slot in the
harmony tier (so we would have one blob per word on the harmony tier,
see Figure 1 (a)). (For an analysis of Hungarian see Kornai [?] build-
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ing on [?]. The solution offered in [?] to solve the blocking of harmony
spreading under compounding is different from the one proposed here.
Also, Kornai (p. c.) takes a more abstract stance concerning the nature of
tiers than we do here.)

The rationale behind AP is the following. Some parts of the articu-
latory organs may remain inert while a certain sound is being produced.
For example, we may pronounce [k] with varying lip rounding, without
any phonemic difference. Hence, we say that [k] does not associate with
the tier that regulates lip attitude. So, lip attitude can spread across [k].
Similarly, the vocal chord can be seen as an independent unit, just like
the tongue root or the lips. We can produce consonants with or without
voicing, and we can produce vowels with or without lip rounding and
with different tongue root positions. Not everything goes, as we shall see
in a minute. However, let this be so. Then we may assume that the tiers
actually are the representations of the different motor components. Now
consider the (artificial) words [oto] and [ete]. We can observe that in the
first word the lips remain rounded during the pronunciation of the [t]
and in the second they remain unrounded. Now try the words [ote] and
[eto]. Here, the consonant [t] is pronounced using a lip position interme-
diate between that of [e] and that of [o]. In other words, the lip rounding
changes continuously from one position to another, independently of the
consonant in between. Let us assume that there is a lip rounding tier.
Then it contains a slot for [e] and [o] but none for [t]. Thus the lip posi-
tions are fixed only at the points of utterance for [e] and [o], and simply
change continuously in between. The the motor component responsible
for the lip rounding has to know only at what moments it must assume
which lip position, the rest is automatic and independent (see Figure 1
(b)).

In this way we can now understand how harmony is turned into a
contact phenomenon. All we need to assume is that there is a motor com-
ponent corresponding to the harmony tier, which controls the value of the
harmony feature. Since the consonants have no slot in the harmony tier,
the vowels are immediately adjacent, and we need not posit various kinds
of consonants. Now we shall try to answer the following questions:

1. Is there a more conventional way to analyse AP?

2. Is the analysis of Finnish just given plausible within AP?
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Fig. 1.An Autosegmental Analysis
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To answer the first, we observe that the nonassociation to a tier is the
central instrument of AP. We can reproduce the effect by allowing some
more values in the tier:(+) and(−). (+) means that the last phoneme
in the skeleton that associated with that tier had value+. Similarly for
(−). (See Figure 1 (c). Some interpretation must be found for phonemes
at the left edge.) Given these features, we can simply eliminate the as-
socation lines and make all tiers structurally isomorphic. The effect that
we intended, namely to spread the effect of a phoneme across nonasso-
ciating phonemes is established in this way too. So, this interpretation
boils down to a conventional analysis in terms of phonemic features and
some other features, which we shall callmemory features. Let α be a
property, sayback. We introduce two constants,c(α) andd(α), with this
property. Further we introduce the following abbreviations:

α+ := c(α) ∧ ¬d(α)
α− := ¬c(α) ∧ d(α)
α0 := c(α) ∧ d(α)
α] := ¬c(α) ∧ ¬d(α)

α+ denotes the sounds associating positively with propertyα, α− the
sounds associating negatively withα. α0 denotes the sounds that do not
associate with propertyα, andα] those that associate neither positively
nor negatively withα. Now put

hold(α+) := 〈�; (α0?;�)∗〉α+

hold(α−) := 〈�; (α0?;�)∗〉α−

hold(α]) := 〈�; (α0?;�)∗〉α]

We call these featuresmemory features. The formulahold(α+) is true at
x iff the closest predecessor ofx associating withα associates positively
with α.

Finnish Vowel Harmony.
(Domain.)c(]) → α], c(+) → α0.
(Value.)hold(α+) → ¬α−, hold(α−) → ¬α+.

These postulates specify first the domain of the harmony and then
what harmonizes with what.

From the standpoint of a ‘parser’ the featurehold(α+) (hold(α−),
hold(α])) characterize states where the last associating sound was anα+
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(α−, α]) sound. Notice that the features (+) and (–) correspond roughly
to the hold–features. Therefore, the ‘coding’ of the harmony yields these
features.

7 Morphophonemic Features

There remains the question whether we have chosen a proper analysis
of Finnish in AP. Notice that the memory features are claimed to have a
phonetic reality. Hence, from a phonetic point of view it does make sense
to annotate sounds with these features. The plausibility of the analysis of
Finnish with a harmony autosegment rests on the question of whether
some distinctive feature of the harmonious vowels are retained across all
other phonemes. This is so if and only if no other (intervening) sound
has that feature. Unfortunately, evidence speaks against that. First, the
harmony feature is determined by the tongue position, and since neutral
vowels are pronounced in mid position, they should actually override
the features of the harmonious vowels. Secondly, also some consonants
are pronounced with different tongue positions (compare [k] and [t]). To
make life worse, we need an explanation for the fact that if there is no
back vowel present, harmony is front. Actually, the logical reformulation
shares the same problem with AP. Using the present mechanisms, there
is no way to express the fact that if a word has only neutral vowels, the
suffix has front harmony. The crucial bit that is missing is the fact that the
word has no choice for the harmony, while the suffix does. It is therefore
unavoidable that the representation contains an indication of the fact that
the item in question can possibly harmonize.

At this point it is useful to bring Hungarian into the discussion. We
have seen that Hungarian suffixes can show different kinds of harmony.
Furthermore, there exist roots with neutral vowels that trigger front har-
mony, others trigger back harmony. All this must be marked in the lex-
icon, since there is no (principled) way to predict the possible harmony
from the string alone. This necessitates the introduction ofmorpho-
phonemic features. They are features attributed to the lexical items that
control their harmonic behaviour.
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8 Conclusion

We have compared various approaches to phonological structure: con-
straints (= axioms), templates (= cooccurrence constraints) and autoseg-
mental phonology. These approaches are of different character, and they
generate different sets of languages. The template languages are weaker
than the autosegmental languages, which in turn are weaker than the ax-
iomatically definable ones, which are all the regular languages. These
inclusions hold on condition that all used features must be phonemic.
What this tells us is that some principles of well formedness go beyond
mere local ‘sandhi’ and express global facts of the phonological string,
like harmony.
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